• TIAG has a 23-year record of successful Information Management and Information Technology delivery and systems integration in military health and DHA

• Non-traditional defense contractor

• WP2 is based on the CoachMePlus commercial Athlete Management System

WP2 FEATURES

• Data-driven connection with your Warriors

• Use cases range from Population Health to hyper-personalized behavior change

• Software is highly adaptable to customer need

• Supports preventive coaching as well as recovery/rehab/return to duty

• Increase engagement and compliance

• 60+ sport science technology integrations

ORGANIZATION: NAVAL HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER

• Configured for Dietary and Physical Activity Behavior Change for future Sailors in the Delayed Entry Program

• Delivers structured content to improve readiness for basic training

• Interactive data flow and communication with researchers and recruiters

ORGANIZATION: ARMY RECOVERY CARE PROGRAM

• Configured for Adaptive Reconditioning for Wounded Warriors

• Delivers a digital Activity Clearance Form for interactive engagement with individual Warriors

• Deployed at 14 Soldier Recovery Units across CONUS

CONTACT INFORMATION

Steve Vincent: Technology Partnerships Manager | svincent@tiag.net | 619.495.0743